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500 years ago, __________were homes that held
38-40 people. This replica was built on the exact original site,
where archaeologists found circles in the ground from posts.
What kind of materials were used to build ________? Sheets of
bark such as elm & birch.

To celebrate Canada’s 150th year in 2017 the LCAC made  a
34½’ x 26’ _______with thousands of tiles. It took 650 volunteers
to complete!

Many locals know the iconic_________ in front of Museum
London. Can you guess what kind of material was used to build it?
Aluminum!

Built in 1898-99 & known for its architectural styles (Classical,
Gothic & Romanesque Revival), the _________ has long been a
centre for education.

Tourism London 
The ________ is the City of London logo. How many leaves does
it have? If you counted 27, you're correct! When charged, the
panel can power up to 7 homes.

The gate house was designed in 1895 by ________when she was
only 15! The Estate is one of a few surviving built by wealthy
Londoners in the 19th & 20th centuries. If you’re in the area,
check out Medway Valley Heritage Forest.

Did you know that the ______ is one of Canada’s oldest
museums? Listen to their monthly podcast featuring talks on
anniversaries & milestones in Canadian military engagements.

How many ______ do you think UWO has? There are currently
three! These were made by Perkin-Elmer Corporation, who also
manufactured parts for the Hubble Space Telescope &
developed astronaut Neil Armstrong's space helmet visor.

Museum of Ontario Archaeology

Wortley Village

Museum London

London Clay Art Centre (LCAC)

Elsie Perrin Williams Estate

Woseley Barracks

UWO- Hume Cronyn Memorial Observatory


